The Malaysian economy, a powerhouse in Asia, has been hit
by a falling ringgit and a slump in the stock market, which
bas wiped off RM300 billion in market capitalisation. Investors' confidence has been badly shaken by a series of arbitary
policy shifts as the leadership presses the panic button.
What has gone wrong? RAM pins much of the blame on the
leadership's obsession with grandiose projects, which have
widened the country's current account deficit, and on an uncertain regulatory environment.

g

s Malaysia marks forty
years of independence,
it is experiencing a calamitous stockmarket meltdown
that has coincided with the
ringgit falling to 20-year lows.
Some of this is due to external
factors. But attempts to support
the market smack of desperation.
Foreign investors are thus exiting our market in a hurry. Our
leaders appear bewildered as
measures meant to support the
market have had the opposite effect Not only is the stability of
the frnancial system now being
questioned, but the impact on

the overall economy is also uncertain.

KLCI GETS DESIGNATED

On 28 August Lhe KLSE anYet the brashness of nounced that all Lhe 100 shares
Malaysia ' s leaders gets in- that make up the Kuala Lumpur
creasingly abrasive. Policies Compo<.ite Index (KLCI) would
are changed overnight, affect- be classified as designated
ing foreign investors. Foreign- stocks. This means that no one
ers who choose to exit the mar- can sell these stocks without first
ket and to sell the ringgit are providing to the broker the
called names. Malaysia [nc. is stocks to be sold.
a concept that can on1) takeoff with the support of foreign Usually, investors wh se are
eek to deli,er
investors. Does the Chief Ex- given about
ecutive know thi s and does he their shares Tbi is beca se
realise that his commentR are shares m<'.) ha\e to be mo ed
putting o ff foreigners and de- out froii' ~ tee accounts etc.
laying the eventual recovery of before being delivereJ to lhc
our financial markets?
brokers.
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Even under scripless trading, available were prompted into big-ticket items.
control of the stocks may have selling the.ir shares quickly.
REGULATORY
to be passed from the trustee's Thus, local players themselves
CHANGES
account to the account of the rushed to sell stocks resulting in
seller who is executing the sale. a 4 per cent one-day drop in the Compounding uncertainty
By making these stocks desig- index. In the past six months, about the economy is uncernated, foreign investors who the index has fallen by more tainty over regulations. From 1
would generally keep their than 40 per cent or 500 points - April, Bank Negara limited the
shares under trustee accounts the largest ever absolute drop in lending of banks for propertywere prevented from readily the index for a six-month pe- and for share-financing. This
disposing their shares.
riod.
out-of-the-blue move promptly
led to the sell-down of banking
CONCERNS
ABOUT
The result was that foreign inand property shares.
ECONOMY
vestors used the futures market. Futures trading was Investors in Malaysia have been On 4 August. the government
implemented in Malaysia in edgy about economic prospects placed sharp limits on foreign
December 1995. It allows in- for a while. After nine years of exchange swaps. In effect. it 1<;
vestors to buy or sell contracts economic growth, many think almost impossible to sell ringgit
without having an underlying
that are essentially bets on the that growth must slow down.
transaction (e.g. import/exports
level of the .KLCI at a speciand
transactions in propertie:) or
In
the
first
six
months
of
1997,
fied date. Those who believe
that the index is rising will buy export growth was only 2 per shares) to justify it.
the futures contract; at the end cent. For an economy that is
of the contract date, they get very exposed to trade (imports This itself triggered further seila cash payment from the seller and exports together are slightly ing of shares: investo£'5 \\ ho
of the contract for the amount more than 180 per cent of total were getting worried about the
that the index exceeds the national output), a sharp slow- ringgit could not cover their curoriginal level. Those who be- down in exports is an indication rene}' ri"k by selling the ringgit
lieve the index is falling will that economic growth is falter- fon' ard (i.e. for a future date at
ing.
a predetermined rate) - unless
sell the futures contracts.
I the) sold their shares to have the
Investors who are not able to In addition, there is such a large underlying transaction to justify
sell their shares but believe over-supply of properties- par- the ringgit sale. Thus, foreign
there is a high risk of the mar- ticularly office and shopping investors were practically
ket going down would imme- complex space - in Kuala forced to sell their stock mardiately sell the futures contract. Lumpur. A weakening of the ket holdings.
This is what they did in a big property market is widely anThen, came the 28 Augu~r rulway on 28 August when the fu- ticipated.
ing "designating·· KLCI comtures contract fell by an intraday low of 100 pointe; compared With the stock market having ponent stocks.
to an intra-day fall of 71 points lost approximately RM300 billion in value over six months, Also. the practice of securities
for the KLCI itself.
Malaysians have much less lending 1'tz. banks and fund
As the futures market crashed, wealth to spend not just on managemem companies lendthose who bad shares readily houses, but on cars and other ing out their shares. allo\\ing
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borrowers to sell these shares in
anticipation of buying them
back later at a lower price),
which was legalised in 1996, is
now being barred.

Dr Mahathir, in explaining why
securities lending had to be
stopped, is quoted in the press
as saying, "The same scrip can
be used repeatedly for this purpose and this can go on ad
infinitum."

Other changes were also introduced in a hurry. The
RMlOO,OOO levy for foreign- He is quite simply mistaken.
ers buying properties in Ma- When a borrower of a scrip
laysia was I i fted from 29 Au- sells, he or she has to transfer
gust. This levy, imposed in the ownership of the scrip he
October 1995, was meant to has borrowed. He or she can
curb soaring property prices. only do that only once before
Now that supply seems to looking for someone else to borhave outstripped demand, the row scrips from.
levy is being lifted.
Mahathir's comments on why
The impression to investors is Ivan Boesky and Michael
that policy measures are intro- Milken were convicted also
duced at little or no notice, with shows a lack of understanding
little understanding oftheir im- of their offence. These men bepact, and these are then quite came rich because of junk
easily reversed. The regulatory bonds (low quality bonds used
environment in Malaysia has to raise financing for the buyout of companies).
become quite uncertain.
Investors hate uncertrunty. It is
bad enough that the economic
outlook is uncertain. If the regulatory environment is also uncertrun, they will just sell and
then reassess if and when it
might be worthwhile to get back
into Malaysia for all the risks
involved.
POOR
· UNDERSTANDING

Mahathir states mistakenly that
they were convicted for trading
in these; in fact, they went to jrul
for trading on insider information- which has been an offence
in the US for longer than junk
bonds have been traded. Dr.
Mahathir's justification of
changing the rules here because
that. according to our PM, was
what happened in the US is
again confused.

Burma to join ASEAN. Even
if Soros had been involved in
short-selling the ringgit, be
would only have done so if he
thought that the ringgit was
heading down.
His obligation to his investors
is to make money - not to usc
their funds for his own political
agenda. And Soros would know
that there is no point selling the
ringgit short if the fundamentals did not support it; for then
when he buys back the ringgit
(which he has to, as anyone selling something short has to buy
back, or there are no profits to
lock in), the ringgit would rebound sharply. He would have
no profits - unless the ringgit
stayed low even when he buys
back. Soros can only make
money selling the ringgit if the
ringgit is going to go down anyway.
When our leaders criticize currency speculators, they are attacking the symptoms, not the
cause, of the problem. One rcason the ringgit is weak is that
the Thai baht has fa llen close to
40 per cent in a matter of
months. (For other reasons,
please refer to the two-part article on the currency crisis in
this and the previous issues of
AM.)

To compound the problem, the
reactions from the top have For foreign investors, it is ab- The Thai economy is going
prompted the financial commu- surd to believe, as Dr through serious adjustments.
nity to conclude that the lead- Mahathir states, that George Thai corporales had borrowed
ership does not understand what Soros is selling the ringgit to heavily in US dollars for their
punish Malaysia for allowing expansion plans. When the Thai
is going on.
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economy began to falter (initially because property companies could not sell what they had
developed), the baht fell as foreign investors pulled out.

rounded by plantations that Dr Mahathir appears to becan be taken over for expan- lieve that he can go ahead with
sion; why do we need to his grandiose plans for the
build a new one at Sepang, country and foreign investor'
from which passengers will can quite literall)' get lost need an extra hour·~ travel to thus, the statement on 29 AuCurrency speculators hit on it
get into Kuala Lumpur gust that government agencies
when they saw that the high
proper?
will buy shares in the market
interest rates being used to
in a big way. We are told that
keep the baht up could not be • We have an international air- Khazanah, the Employees
sustained. After the baht
port in Penang, which can be Provident Fund (EPF),
started falling, other regional
expanded by reclaiming a Permodalan Nasional Berhad
currencies also came under
little bit of land from the sea: (PNB ), and Kumpulan Wang
why must this airport be Amanah Pencen will all be
attack, particularly in countries - such as Malaysia - that,
closed for passengers and a buying shares. Presumably,
like Thailand, have a high curnew one be built on a mas- this is on orders from the top.
rent account deficit and a
sive reclaimed land-bank on
property glut.
the mainland, where there is But should the managers of
no scarcity of land anyway? these agencies, who are trusted
The problem in Malaysia is not
with the savings of millions of
•
Our
installed
power
generaordinary
Malaysians. be subject
that currency speculators have
nothing better to do with their
tion capacity is about 50 per to manipulation by their highercent higher than peak de- ups to fend off perceived mamoney than to use it for politimand and we have plenty of nipulation from abroad? If these
cal purposes and to wreck
economies. Rather, the problem
gas reserves for more gas- funds are being told to buy into
is that after so many years of
generated electricity; why do the market as it i!> beading
we need to build the largest down, then it is, the money bestrong economic growth, hubris
dam in South-East Asia and longing to all of us that is at
is setting in.
have it connected to users in risk.
PROJECT
the Peninsula via the planet's
AFTER PROJECT
longest undersea cable? l~n· t The managers· obligation is to
Investors, and many Malaypoor maintenance at existing make sure our money is prusians, cannot understand why
power plants - rather than in- dently invested. Their obligathe country has to go on with
adequate installed capacity- tion is not to support the marone mega project after another.
the real reason for the energy ket. If they arc being told to buy
the market whatever their own
constraints?
view about the market direction
• Kuala Lumpur is not a landlocked city; traffic conges- • Is there any need for the may be, it would be analogous
longest - and what may well to Soros telling his managers to
tion is already bad in the city
turn out to be the most ex- sell the ringgit because Burma
centre. So why do we have
pensive- bridge in the world is joining ASEAN wbaie\er his
to build the world 's tallest
buildings in the capital?
if the government goes ahead managers' views of the ringgit
with its outlandish plan to may be. It is ironic that the ·mobuild one across the Straits ronic' actions ascribed to the
• We have an airport in
world's savviest speculator are
Subang, which is partly surof Malacca to Sumatra?
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are available as to how much is
invested in the Malaysian market. Assuming. however, that 20
FOREIGNERS
per cent of the market was held
NEEDED
by foreigners before it began to
That our leaders had to publicly come down in March, the
say that state agencies will be amount held by foreigners in
buying into the market is an at- our market would have been
tempt to restore confidence in RMJ 60 billion. That is easily
the market. lt is doubtful, how- double the total stock market inever, that a market of our size vestments of PNB, EPF and all
can be supported by local funds the other local funds put toin the wake of massive foreign gether.
selling.
Foreign funds move through inThe size of the stock market, ternational markets searching
even after its fall, is about two for the best returns- within actimes our GOP. We have a very ceptable boundaries of risk The
large stock market it is the third potential returns in Malaysia arc
largest in Asia, after Tokyo and falling due to slower growth.
Hong Kong. Our market is large But more importantly the risks
because we have been quick to of investing here are rising beprivatise and list various fonner cause of arbitrary policy decigovernment agencies such as sions.
Tenaga Nasional, Telekom, Malaysia Airlines, Malaysian Inter- Dr Mabathir can teU the foreignnational Shipping Corporation, ers that they should get punHicom and Petronas Gas.
ished for doing what they are
paid to do: looking for the best
Even if all our savings per year returns and move out when risks
(about 35 per cent of GOP) is get higher. But if he thinks that
channelled to the stock market, our market can make a susit would only be about J8 per tained rally based on local
cent of the market size. In fact, money alone, then he may be
much of our savings is for other sadly mistaken.
investments- in properties, for
WHAT NOW?
durable goods, for manufacturing investment and so on. The What should the government
size of our market requires for- do?
eigners to invest in and to keep
it up.
Quite clearly, the government
has to reassess its infrastructure
Foreign investors who look at programme. Packing them too
Malaysia control hundreds of much too soon will result in too
bi llions of ringgit. No fi_g_u_rc_s_h_ig_h_ a current account deficit
in fact what the government
here appears to be resorting to.

I
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(because of imports of equipment) and will lead to concerns
on whether there will be enough
infrastructure spending after
1998 to sustain economic
growth.
It is important to clarify which
infrastructure projects will be
carried out in the next two years
and what infrastructure spending would be like in 1999 and
beyond. Projects that do not
make economic sense should
simply be dropped.
The government must also
make Malaysia a conducive
place for investors, local a<; well
as foreign. This it can do by
having in place a stable regulatory environment. Investors will
be put off if they simply do not
know how and when the rules
of the game will change.
Having introduced recent measures that smack of desperation
to support the market, the government should speedily remove these and thereafter seek
to reassure investors that
changes wi II not be so readi Iy
adopted in future. Of course, it
will take time for investors to
rebuild their confidence in the
stability of the regulatory regime here.

It pays for politicians to be diplomatic. That maxim is easily
lost on a leader who has built
up an aura of infallibility- and
who may actually believe he is
infallible. 0

l

ECONOMY

THE CURRENCY CRISIS
Part2

Depreciation - a mixed blessing?
pend on the competitive situation in the market.

The recent currency crisis has jolted ASEAN out
of their smug confidence. In this second of a twopart article DR SUBRAMANIAM PU..LAY discusses the effects of the ringgit depreciation.

g

n part 1 of this article,
we identified the longI
term determinants of a
currency's value to be higher
economic growth rate, higher
economic productivity, higher
exports, lower imports, lower inflationrate and smaller increases
in the money supply.

In this part 2 of the article, we
want to address the effects of the
ringgit's depreciation on the
economy and the policy changes
that ought to be carried out by
Malaysia to cope with this financial crisis.
WHAT ARE THE
NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF
THE RINGGIT
DEPRECIATION?

For example, F&N which
bollles Coca-Cola in this country will have to pay more for the
syrup and royalties or license fee
to the Coca-Cola Corporation in
the USA. If the market for colas
and other soft drinks is highly
competitive. it rna)' decide to
absorb the cost increases and
rake lower profits in the shortrun. The ad\antage of this strategy to F&N is that they will be
able to maintain or even expand
their market share at the expense
of their competitor who raises
the prices of his or her goods.

Based on these, it was felt that
Unfortunately, many of our inthe ringgit was overvalued at
the earlier rate of about Higher inflation rate Firstly, dustries are not very competitive
RM2.50 per dollar. However, prices of imported goods will go due to protection given to them
the ringgit has depreciated up though not necessarily by the by the government. For exsubstantiall y and as of the date full 20 percent. A large portion ample, Proton is heavily proof writing this article, the rate of the goods that are imported tected from competition and
was RM2.975 per dollar - an are quoted in US dollars and as thus it bas a tendency to pass on
almost 20 percent deprecia- such importers ha\e to pay more all cost increases to the final custion! At this point in time, it ringgits to import the same tomer. In other industries. there
may be a case of the market quantity of goods. However, is collusion among the producovershooting or overcorrecting whether they pass on the cost ers (for example producen; and
the earlier overvaluation of the increase in full to the consumer importer~ of milk powder) and
or absorb it themselves will de- thus they will all increase their
ringgit.
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price. (They even have the cheek
to make the announcement at the
same time, leaving no doubt of
their collusion!) So we can expect our relatively good record
on the inflation front taking a big
knock in the coming year as
prices of many goods go up in
the next few months.
Higher forex losses Secondly,
those who have obligations or
loans in foreign currencies will
now have to pay about 20 per
cent more in ringgit terms. This
group will consist of mainly corporations such as Tenaga,
Telekom and others who have
taken foreign loans. A company
like Tenaga and Telekom whose
revenues are mostly in ringgit
will now have to pay more
ringgits to service the same loan
thus affecting their profits.
Given the monopoly position
they enjoy, we should not be surprised if they soon petition the
government for another raise in
the rates we pay because they
have to keep their shareholders
happy by maintaining the same
profit levels.

In general many listed ftrms will
be affected by this and they may
incur some level of losses due
to foreign exchange depreciation. (In Thailand, this is a major factor for the impending
bankruptcy of many finance and
industrial companies there). Of
course, if the firms had prudent
;.::Oagement, they could have
~ered themselves by hedging

I

their exposure to foreign cur- companies) which import goods
rency risks. Unfortunately, many to sell here will have lower profhad wrongly believed that the lo- its which will eventually result
cal currency's peg with the US in lower share prices for them.
dollar will be maintained for- Of course, the few companies
ever.
which export most of their goods
(e.g. plantation shares) may acAnother example of a group of rually find their profit increaspeople who have obligations in ing and so, in theory, should see
foreign currencies are these who their share prices going up.
are financing their children's
education overseas (e.g. in However. foreign shareholders
U.S.A. or U.K.). They will have have already suffered a capital
to pay about 20 percent more in loss of 20 percent due to the
ringgit for their children's tuition ringgit depreciation alone and so
fee and living expenses. Except they are in a hurry to get out of
for very wealthy parents, many the market as quickly as posmiddle class parents will now sible. This brings down the price
fmd this a very serious addi- which further increases their
tional burden. Even the govern- losses and aggravates the sellment will be affected, as it spon- ing pressure.
sors thousands of students in foreign universities and schools.
Loss ofconfidence Finally, if the
depreciation becomes very seHigher risk premium Thirdly, vere as in the case of Thailand
foreign investors will insist on a in 1997 or Mexico in 1994, there
higher return on their invest- can be a loss of confidence in
ments in Malaysia given the ad- the economy which may result
ditional currency risk that they in a capital flight by both forare now exposed to. This may eign and local capital. This, of
reduce the flow of foreign in- course depends very much on
vestment into import-substitut- the skill, tact and behaviour of
ing industries, i.e. industries the government.
which sell their product locally.
More importantly. foreign inves- In this. the most important factors who invest in Malaysian tor is the credibility of the acshares, bonds and ringgit ftxed tions taken by the government.
deposits will want a higher re- If the government is seen to be
turn to compensate the higher acting prudently by attacking the
underlying causes of the crisis,
risk of forex t1uctuations.
then confidence will be retained.
Lower share prices Fourthly. it On the other hand, if it is seen
will have an immediate negative to be rash or panicky, then ownimpact on the stock market. ers of capital will lose confiListed companies (e.g. motor dence and try to take their capiAliran MmlliJiy 1997: 17(7) Pagt 9
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out of Malaysia as it happened in Mexico in 1994.
ARE THERE ANY
POSITIVI EffECTS Of
THE RINGGIT
DEPRICIATION?

sured by ringgits, we will be
forced to reduce our imports.
This reduction in imports of
goods and services, combined
with increasing exports discussed above, wiiJ reduce our
current account balance of payment deficit. Of course it takes
at least a year or so, before those
effects can be felt. Ironically, in
the short run, the current account
will get worse because much of
our imports have already been
ordered and increased payments
have to be paid in the depreciated ringgit.

So far we have discussed some
of the negative effects of the
ringgit depreciation. However,
there are also a number of positive effects.

Increased exports Firstly, our
merchandise exports will be
cheaper to the foreign buyer.
This will increase the demand
for our exporu especially in the
medium to long-term which will
eventually 1ead to more jobs and
higher economic growth from
late 1998 onwards.

Lower labour cost Fourthly, in
the medium to long term, the
country may become a more attractive place to invest for export oriented industries because
of the effective lowering of the
cost of labour. For example, in
the past two months, American
owned companies have enjoyed
a 17 percent decrease in the
labour cost of their Malaysian
factorie~ because of the depreciation. If an engineer is paid
RM2,500, it was equivalent to
US$1,000 two months ago. Today, due to the ringgit depreciation. the same engineer is costing the firm only US$835. This
makes Malaysia a more competitive and attractive place for
foreign direct investment.

In creased tourism earnings
Secondly, foreign tourists will
find Malaysia cheaper to come
for a holiday, which may boost
our earnings from tourism and
related services. Malaysians too
wi ll find holidaying abroad
more expensive and thus may
decide to visit local holiday
sites. Thus, tour operators, hotels and others in the touri sm
industry may see a mini-boom
after the fuJI impact of the depreciation is felt. Of course, let
us not forget that holiday destinations in Thailand have become even cheaper due to the
bigger depreciation of the Thai
Baht. It is a ll relative.

More flexible interest rates Finally, by allowing the exchange
rate to be determined by the marLo~wer current account deficit ket (i.e. by having what econoly, since our .~ports are mists call a floating exchange
more expensive as mea- rate mechanism), the authorities
-

-
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can now have greater freedom
in setting interest rate~. Tbu.... if
it i~ felt that the country is beading for a economic ~lowdown.
the central bank can lower the
interest rates to boost economic
activities and vice-versa.
SO, WHAT'S THE
OVERALL IMPACT
Of THE DEPRECIATION?
As can be seen from our discussion so far. the negat1ve consequences in general are felt quite
immediately while the positive
benefits of the ringgit depreciation take longer to be felt in the
economy.
This must be understood clearly
by politicians and others who
make important decisions concerning our future. ln overall
terms, the ringgit depreciation
must be recognised as a symptom of the underlying economic
problems and not a problem by
itself.
WHAT ACTIONS CAN
THE GOYIRNMENT
TAKE TO STRINGTHEN
THE ECONOMIC
FUNDAMENTALS
Of THE COUNTRY?
As we have seen in last month's
article, our economy has performed well on mo ...t fundamental economic criteria. However,
under the Mahathir era. we seem
to be very taken up by mega
projects one after another; in
many cases. the e projects are
being carried out heerly for
some misplaced national egois-

~c reasons. For example, do we

and yet, out of the blue comes of the KLSE Corporate lndex
need to have the third tallest the announcement. Tlus imme- may make it difficult for short
Telecoms tower in the world to diately leads to speculation in sellers to operate but it makes
have an efficient and effective the stock market. Investors, both life di mcult for genuine buyers
telecommunication industry?
foreign and local, must have who now have to put cash up
confidence in the system. Once front before buying shares. AnYet another example is the crazy they lose confidence, they be- other example wa~ the overnight
idea of developing a totally new come victims of speculation and removal of the RM 100,000 levy
international airport to cater for manipulation.
on foreign purchases of properthe northern region to be built
ties.
on reclaimed land along Kuala Thirdly, economic productivity
Muda. This project is going to can be improved by breaking up Arbitrary actions like these crebe a disaster on both economic monopolies and encouraging ates uncertainty in the market
and ecological grounds. Such more competition in the differ- and genuine investors fear that
fancy projects have a very high ent industries. Where monopo- the most. Thus it is not surprisimport content which aggravates lies are inevitable, a more trans- ing that they are bailing out in
our current account deficit.
parent regulatory mechanism droves.
must be present to ensure that
1 Thus, the first action the govem- profits made by monopolies are The leadership must also immement must take immediately is reasonable returns to their capi- diately review the mega projects
1 to take a deep and drastic look
that have just begun or are still
tal invested.
on the drawing board and seriat the list of capital projects.
Some projects need to be can- Fourthly, as a long term measure ously show that firm action is
celled, others need to be scaled of increasing productivity, the being taken to re-evaluate them.
down and yet others need to be government should invest more
spaced out in time so as not to in education and training so that Finally, it is very disappointburden our economy. The list is the skill levels of our workforce ing for many loyal, hardworpotentially long: the Bakun can improve continuously. One king Malaysian workers- who
Darn, the Northern Region In- of our major problems is a lack have built up a reasonably
ternational Airport (NRIA}, the of skilled people in many areas strong economy over the last
elevated highways in Kuala of our economy. This causes a 40 years - to repeatedly hear
drain in foreign exchange when that our Prime Minister lacks
Lumpur etc.
we have to engage expensive confidence in the resilience of
Secondly, it is important to foreign experts.
the economy. Surely, one
realise that speculators thrive on
BUT WHAT ACTIONS
speculator i.e. George Soros,
lack of information. One of the CAN THE GOVERNMENT could not have singlemost effective ways of reducing
TAKE IMMEDIATELY
handedl y "undone most of our
profitable opportunities for
TO STOP THE RINGGIT
work". Our economy is not
speculation is to have more
FROM DEPRECIATING
that fragile! ln fact the PM's
transparency in all government
FURTHER?
panicky actions in the last few
dealings. The NR IA award is a lt is most important now not to weeks may have had as negagood example. There was no take hasty actions which show tive an effect on lhe short-term
public discussion. no call for signs of panic by the political prospects of the economy as
tenders,nopublicscrutinyofthe leadershipofthecountry.Things the actions of the foreign
economic viability of the p_
ro-~e_c_t_ like designating all I00 sh_ar_es__sp_eculators! 0

I

I
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ers will be tomorow's deprived
pensioners!

DDD
Kuala Lumpur

IMPROPIR CONDUCT
OF ELimONS

We welcome letters from reoders These may be edited for purposes of spoce and
clarity. The views may no• be those of AURAN MONTHLY. Pseudonyms are
accepted but all letters should include the writer's nome and address Letters
should preferably be typewritten with double spacing; If handwritten they should
be legible. letters should be addressed to the Editor, AURAN MONTHLY.

Pensioners were greatly disappointed by this decision particularly because Cuepacs unilaterally
accepted this without question and
without reference to the pension- The NUTP also prides itself as the
ers and serving government ser- model union in the country. havIL was reported in the news me- vants. In view of the growing and ing been awarded the title
dia recently that Cuepacs had robust economy, it is indeed sur- "Kesatuan Contoh" or "Model
submitted to tbe government its pdsing that funds are not available Union" by the Department of
proposal for a two-month bonus for this deserving cause, something Trade Unions under the Ministry
for government employees. This which would have contributed to of Human Resource~ m 1993.
report was in connection with Dr the creation of a caring society.
However. the moral obtuseness of
Mahathir's announcement on 16
May that the Public Services De- Presently, pensioners arc most af- the leaders of the l\'1...'TP today is
partment was carrying out a fected by the rising cost of living. simply appalling to sa) the least!
study on salaries in the private At best they receive only haJf their It is suspected that to a great exand public sectors for the pur- last drawn salary compared to their tent the awarding of rbe title
pose of formulating a new sal- working counterparts. They arc not "Kesatuan Contoh" bas sowed arary structure for government em- eligible for relief- such as cost rogance and disre-.pect for the law
of living allowances, housing al- among its leader'. safe in the
ployees in the future.
lowances, bonus etc enjoyed by knowledge that the Tmde Unions
It is regretted that the need to re- serving officers. In addition, they Department has tied 1b own hands
vise pensions was not included in have commitments related to old behind lls back by declaring the
NUTP a model union. Wouldn't it
Cuepac's submissions to this study. age.
be too embarra-;sing for the Trade
Cuepacs must sure ly remember
that an earlier proposal for the cal- Pensioners. therefore. would like Unions Department to pull up ofculation of pensions based on Lhc Cuepacs to take this opportunity to ficials of the ·~fodel Union· and
actuaJ length of service of a gov- bring to the attention of the Prime place them in their proper places,
ernment servant was initially Minister the plight of pensioners or to investigah: wrongdoings and
agreed to by the government but and the urgent need to redress their censure the \\Tongdoers publicly?
subsequently withdrawn on the grievances. Cuepacs should remember that today's serving offi~or example. all clecrions, as
grounds of lack of fun_d_s._ _

TODAY'S SIRYING
OFFICI It,
TOMORROW'S
PINSIONIR

I

The NationaJ Union of the Teaching Profession (NUTP) today
boasts of being the biggest union
in the country, with a membership
of over 60,000. It overshadowed
the National Union of Plantation
Workers (NUPW) some years ago
when estates began to be fragmented for industrial. housing and
other projects.
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[ right-minded people everywhere
would agree, are serious affair:. and
their conduct must be such that no
questions of impropriety should
arise. This applies to aU elections,
whether of a Nation. a State, a
workers' organisation. a recreation
club or a school football club. The
NUTP also holds elections every
two years and among other things,
its rules say ...
"Before any ballot box is used for
balloting the Scrlllineers shall examine it to ensure that it is empty
and they shall then lock and seal it
and keep the keys in their custody".

The Kcdah branch of the NUTP
openly violated this rule when
conducting its last election on 26
May 1997. Both the ballot boxes
were NOT SEALED. They were
only locked with a padlock each
with the branch secretary keeping
the keys. The branch chairman
Abdul Manap b Hj Ahmad did not
allow this matter to be raised during the meeting and before the
counting of ballots commenced.
Later. when the President of the
NUTP Abu Bakar b Shawkat Ali
was asked about iL he quickly replied that the boxes were locked
and as such it was unnecessary to
also seal them.
The NUTP rule regarding 'locking
and sealing' of ballot boxes is
bao;ed on a general election regulation pertaining to the same matter, which states:

members of the union claim
that they were not aware that
Siva Subramaniam had been
given a loan of RMIO,OOO by
the union and that such a decision had not been minuted in
any of the executive council
meeting minutes, then it begs
the question : Who authorised
the loan, and when and where
was this decision taken?

"He shall then lock it up muJ affix
upon it his seal and those of such
ofthe candidates or their agents ...
in such a manner as to prevent it
being opened without breaking
such seals ... "
A Disgusting Model

Alor Setar

I refer to the news item, "Probe
done on NUTP sec gen., which
appeared in The Star on 6 August
1997.
It was reported that the Trade
Unions Department had completed
its investigation imo three complaints against N. Siva Subramaniam, secretary-general of the
National Union of the Teaching
Profession (NUTP).
According to the investigating officer, Khoh Ah Lek, "appropriate
action bas a lready been taken"
based on their investigation.
It is rather unfortunate that Khob
failed to disclose what that "appropriate action" meant. It was very
inappropriate of him to decline to
elaborate when contacted by The
Star.

To add to the confusion, Siva
Subraman1am had stated that the
decision of the Registrar of Trade
Unions had cleared him of any
"The presiding officer at a polling wrongdoing. He even haughtily
station shall ... show each ballot dismissed the complaints against
box to be used to such persons as him as baseless.
may lawfully be present at such
polling station so that they may see Now this raises several questions:
that it is empty.
• When two executive council
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• If the decision for granting the
loan was not minuted, can the
loan be considered as having
been given legitimately?
•

rs there any provision in the
union's constitution for granting any loan to its secretarygeneral? If there is none,
doesn't this mean that someone
bad commiued fraud?

• Under the Trade Unions Act,
what is the punishment for getting money through fraud?
• What is the punjsbment for
those who took part in this
fraudulent activity?
• Why did the Registrar ofTrade
Unions fail to detect this unlawful loan when inspecting the accounts of the union?

• lf this unauthorised and unlawful big loan can escape the
Registrar's dragnet, one wonders what other abuses have
gone undetected.
The Registrar of Trade Unions
owes the 60,000 union member:. of
the NUTP an explanation as to how
this abuse took place and, more importantly, how it escaped the eyes
of the Registrar's Department.

~

- - - - - --

----

In the light of the above questions,
how could he have exonerated Siva
Subramaniam? Is there any ba<>is
to Siva Subramaniam 's claim that
the RegisLrar had cleared him of
any wrongdoing?
Perhaps the ACA should now
come into the picture to determine
whether any corrupt practice had
taken place in the NUTP.

cemed at reports that the Government of Singapore has used civil
defamation suits against political
opponents in a manner that violates
their right to freely hold and peacefully express their convictions. and
which ha<> the effect of preventing
them from acting in public life.

Background
J B Jeyaretnam, a lawyer, now 71
years old, in 1981 became the first
Mana Boleh Opposition candidate in Singapore
Kepala Balas to be elected to parliament since
independence in 1965. In 1984 he
was re-elected with an increased
majority, but in 1986, on being
convicted on criminal charges concerning alleged irregularities in the
An Amnesty International repre- collection of party funds, was dissentative. Judge Paul Bentley from qualified from parliament and
Canada, is to attend the trial of barred from practising law.
Singapore opposition leader J B Jeyaretnam appealed to the Privy
Jeyaretnam beginning on Monday Council in London. at the time
18 August 1997. Paul Bentle} is a Singapore's court of final appeal.
fonner President of Amnesty In- which ruled that he and a co-deternational-Canada. He is a serv- fendant had been "publicly dising Judge of the Ontario Court of graced for offences of which they
Justice. Mr Bentley wac; engaged were not guilty". Although the
in civil litigation and refugee law Singapore Law Society reinstated
for twelve years before being Jeyaretnam as a lawyer. the Govcalled to the bench in 1993. He has ernment refused to remove the convictions as recommended by the
since specialised in criminal law.
Privy Council thus barring
In a series of civil libel suits, Prime Jeyaretnam for five years from
Minister Goh Chok Tong, Senior standing for re-election to parliaMinister Lee Kuan Yew and other ment.
leading members of the ruling
People's Action Party (PAP). al- In subsequent years a number of
lege that Worker's Party leader Mr civil defamation suits was ftled by
Jeyaretnam defamed them during government t1gures against prornithe January 1997 election cam- nent political critics and publicapaign in which the PAP won 81 of tions. Recently, following theJanu83 seats. If found liable for dam- ary 1997 election campaign, ll liages, he faces bankruptcy and sub- bel suits were lain by senior PAP
sequent disqualification from par- leaders against Worker's Party canliament.
didate. Tang Liang Hong. Tang was
accused of defaming PAP leaders
by filing police reports claiming

that they had falsely labelled him
"anti-Christian" and a ·'Chinese
chauvinist" during the campaign.
Tang, who left Singapore after receiving death threats, was found liable for damages totalling
US$5.65 million.
Eleven suits were also laid against
Jeyaretnamfor allegedly defammg
Gob Chok Tong, Lee Kuan Yew
and others by stating during an
election rally that ''Mr Tang Liang
Hong bas just placed before me
two reports he has made to police
against, you know. Mr Gob Chok
Tong and his people".
Amnesty lntenwrimzal
London

The birth of Asean as a political
organisation and its abili[) to unite
despite the diversity of cultures and
different stages in the e"olution of
democracy in it!> respective states
have brought a certam amount of
stability to the region. But there is
clear inconsistency in the denial of
membership to Cambodia because
of political instability due to factional fighting and the admission
of Myanmar whose government
bas no political legiumac) to rule.

I
1

I

Some questions need answers:
• ls the political stability advo- I
cared by Asean based on a
strong government elected by I
the majority with the rights of
minonty communities gua.ranteed under the Constitution or I
is political stabilit) b~d on a
government that has no politi- ~
cal legitimacy as Ill the case of
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yanmar?
he invasion and annexation
East Timor by Indonesia
which has caused political unrest legitimate?

I

Although the Human Rights Declaration was drafted in 1948, when
the Unitetl Nations was dominated
• How is the so-called conslruc- by superpowers, it a.<;scrts the funtive engagement pursued by damental rights of all peoples. In
Asean effective in the case or fact it was never the intention of
Myanmar? Does the construc- superpowers to promote such a
tive engagement policy encour- declaration; rather the document
age dialogue with the rival par- was the result of intense struggle
ties in seeking a lasting solution by leaders of anti-impcralist forces
based on Justice?
and democratic movements in both
third world and western nations.
If Asean is unable to ctariry its con- The declaration was founded on
cept of political stabmty in an hon- the principle that the state has both
est way. its position on political responsibilities and obligations to
matters will be no different from protect certain fundamental values
its counterparts in the West where of its people. This was to prevent
geopolitical, economic and strate- the repeat of violence and misery
gic interests take precedence over caused by World War IT.
justice for all human beings.
The Declaration docs not stress the
While it is wrong to follow blindly rights of individuals over-riding
the practice of''Human Rights" in community or collective interests.
the West which takes pride in Instead the Declaration has been a
starving the entire population of a tool for many small nations and opsovereign state through economic pressed peoples to liberate themsanctions. Asean can derive its po- selves from exploitation and
litical strength from its religious authoritarianism. The dismantling
of apartheid in South Africa is a
and spiritual traditions.
good examp.le.
Ronald Benjamin
l pola

HUMAN ..GillS
IS A UNIYIUAL
S1'RUGGLI
SUARAM expreso;es its strong
reservation on the speech by
Economic Advisor Tun Daim on
human rights, following the call
by Prime Minister Mabatbir to
review the UN Human Rights
lararion.
1

SUARAM would like to refute
Prime Minister Mahathir and Tun
Daim on the following points:

h~

demned the atrocities and
dghts violations committed by Israel, Serbia, the apartheid regime
of South Africa and so on. However. he remains silent on the gross
abuses perpetrated by our nearest
neighbours, such as Indonesia and
Burma.
We agree that collective and communal rights are a;; important as individual liberties. It is hypocritical
for the Malaysian government to
champion collective dghts over individual rights. The model of economic developmem promoted by
the government has overemphasised material gains and
consumerism. The pursuit of rapid
development puts the material
comfort of a small elite above national interests. This mode of development runs contrary to the collective interest. The push for mega
projects such as the Bakun Hydroelectric Dam is an example of how
profits for a few individuals have
taken precedence over the well-being of the indigenous communities
as well as the entire nation.

No doubt, the domination of superpowers in the UN has distorted the
practices and strategy of the UN
human rights work. We believe that
a review of UN human rights policies is necessary and we should
look into the double standards of
the organisation on various international issues.

Lastly. SUARAM maintains that
one cannot separate human rights
from economic development.
Healthy and sustainable development requires a political atmosphere that is participatory and
democratic. The government
should not promote economic
growth. ignoring human rights.
It is not a choice between food
and votes; equitable development and human rights are inseparable.

Unfortunately, many of the third
world leaders are also guilty of
double standards. Prime Minister
Mahathir for example, has con-

Elizabeth Wong
Co-ordinator
Suara Raf..')•at Malaysia
(SUARAM)
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ASIAN'S BETRAYAL
OF ITS OWN
DECLARATIONS
The day when Burma under the
SLORC military dictatorship is officially admiued into ASEAN is
the day which will go down forever in the history of international
affairs as a day of great shame and
betrayal.
First, it is a blatant betrayal of the
struggle and aspirations of the Burmese people who continue to suffer acute civil and political repression and socio-economic exploitation and deprivation under the
SLORC Military Gangsters.
Second. it is a disgusting betrayal
of the overwhelming verdict of the
Burmese people for democracy,
freedom, justice and tbe rule of law
as expressed so clearly in the May
1990 general elections in Burma.
It is an utter shame that ASEAN
sides with the illegal and illegitimate SLORC generals rather than
the duly elected representatives of
the Burmese people.

on irs own confusion. contradictions, hypocrisy and expediency,
and as an ac;sociation which utterly
lacks the principles, values and
morality to which it occasionally
pretends to subscribe.

In short, after the shameful betrayal
of Burma, ASEAN crawls on as a
shortsighted, smaU-minded and
drunken association of sanctimonious. canting humbugs.

Fan Yew Teng
Coordinator
Burma Solidarity Group Malaysia
(BSGM)

IS A SOCIAL
PROGRAMME
THE ANSWER?

Much is being said about the need
to introduce a national social service programme to instil po~itive
values, to build a strong character
and to teach new skills - and all
this in a short period of three
months. The programme is being
timed to start immediately after the
pupils have completed £heir SPM
examination- a sad rc1lection of
Third, it is a disgraceful betrayal the state of education in our
of ASEAN's own solemn and pub- schools today. Even after students
lic declarations - including its have completed l 1 years of prifounding ASEAN Declaration of mary and secondary education (toI 967 (also known as the Bangkok gerber with religious education and
Declaration)- which stresses the education in moral values), it looks
need for freedom and dignity for as if they have not acquired the
the people of Southeast Asia.
proper values. There is an urgent
need to look into the system of eduLast but not least, the admittance cation that is being provided by the
of Burma despite the SLORC coup schools. Is the system only geared
of 1990 vis-a-vis the delayed ad- towards helping student'> pass their
11Uttance of Cambodia after Hun examinations? fL looks as if our
Sen's recent coup, exposes school system has failed to produce
ASEAN as a veritable farce and balanced youths who can face up
circus, wallowing in and choking to the stresses and strains of a mod~
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em Malaysian society.
There has been talk that the students would be "blackmailed" into
attending this programme. Does
anyone think that it is possible to
force srudents into participating in
such a programme and expect them
tO co-operate with the authorities
concerned and acquire positive
moral values in the process? The
frustration caused among students
forced into allending such a
programme wouJd only make them
even more aggressive and negative.

It is a well-known fact that young
people tend to absorb the values
and attitudes of their elders, but is
the situation in the country today
such that our young people can
absorb positive values from their
elders? A glance at our daily newspapers will provide the scenario to
which our young people are exposed- the corrupted and unprincipled actions of the adults ali
around them, the rising crime rate,
the high divorce rate. the serious
problems associated with drug addiction and the mad rush to acquire
success and riches at any cost. Our
young people are growing up
thinking that this is the way of life
for them. No amount of lectures
and military-style exercises arc going ro change them - and that in
a period of three months.
And to make matters worse, thousands of young people (estimated
to be in the region of about
400,000) arc going to be dragged
into this programme. Where ate
such a large number of students
going to be housed"~ Are they going to be housed in 0\c.~r-crowded
buildings w1th sub-standard tacij

I ties? Who are the people who are
going to be their lecturers? Would
they be better qualified than the
pupils' own parents and the teachers who have been teaching all this
while?
There is a feeling that this
programme is being pushed
through too fast. Have the parents
been consulted? After all, it is their
children who have to go through
this prograrrune. Have the opinions
of the students been sought and
evaluated? Surely there are many
among these students who have
commendable
records
of
behaviour - are they also expected to participate in this
programme? All these issues have
to be taken into consideration especially when a big sum of the
tax-payers' money is going to be
spent.

the word "Allah" and without objection by Arab Muslims.
My Arab friend, a Muslim, was
born and bred in the old Palestine
in British times, after WWTI, studied law in England and won his
Ph.D in Holland. He now lives in
Amman and also in the Lebanon.
and has worked as a lawyer in scveralArab countries in North Africa
and the Gulf (never in Palestine). I
flrst came to know him when he
wa<; general legal counsel to an oil
company owned by the Government of Qatar.

QUESTION:

What is the Arabic for God? Do
Arab Christians call their God "Allah''? If so, do Arab Muslims object? If not, what word do they use?
In Malaysia some Malays (all Muslims) object to non-Malay Christians using the word "Allah" for
S Francis Xa1•ier their Christian God.
Penang

ANSWER:
As to your question concerning
the proper Christian appellation
of '·God" in Arabic: well, He is
generally referred to as Rabb (AIRabb). but. then. He is at times
referred to [by Christian Arabs]
as Allah (evidemly, in their context, meaning their Allah). As I
mentioned in my earlier letter to
you, Allah means "God"; also.
llah means a god. but Al-i lah
means tlze god, and so, when
used by Muslims, it means our
god or our Allah; the same apTun Mohamed Sl{/fian
plies to Christians in regard to
Onr ulamas object to Christians us- their God or Allah. Even the
ing the world Allah for their God, most fanatical of Christians in
so I asked an Arab friend what the Arab world- the Maronites
Arab Christians called i:heir God of Lebonan - use Allah in their
(in Arabic). The attached extract utterances, sermons, teachings
gives his reply: they sometimes use etc. I personally have heard even
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the Maronite Patriarch of Lebanon in many of his Sunday sermons (relayed on TV) using Allah as referring to the Christian
God. Of course, he, like all other
Christians, does mostly use AIRabb or Abb meaning ''father"
(the "Trinity" concept in Christianity), but they also usc Allah
(thus: Allah .fi al-samawaal wa
ai-Ard, meaning "God in Heaven
and on Earth"). Equally to the
point I have heard, at our home
in Beirut, our recently employed
Ethiopian maid/nurse using the
word Allah when wanting to say
"by God" and so saying "by Allah"; she must have ''borrowed"
this from Eritreans and/or Somalis, next door to Ethiopia, she of
course being Christian, and she
told me "Allah " is generally
used in Christian Ethiopia torefer to their Christian god.
Although I am not one of those
termed in the Quran as ·1hose well
versed in Islamic jurisprudence",
and thus my opinion remains a
purely individual one and since
you asked me about what Christians "use'' in the Arab world Lfor
God]. I truly believe and can safely
say that the above statement of
explanation on my part is a correct
and valid one. Indeed, 1 am sure
that my Christian friends here will
subscribe to it.
Perhaps I should add that one still
comes across many (innumerable!)
Christians called Abdullah! Indeed, the present Patriarch of the
Maronite Church in Lebanon is
named Nasrullah. Isn't all this
rather significant?
Tun Molwmed Suffian
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Queen herself give away cheques
on behalf of his business concern
to several charities. Oneupmanship knows no limits!

These days, charity seems only
worthwhile when done with cameras flashing and whirring and
with as many VIPs present as
possible. Several recent so-called
charity efforts seem to indicate
so. OneofMalaysia'srichestmen
- perhaps even the richest - celebrated his birthday by giving
away a total of RM2 million to a
string of causes and charities.
Wonderful, one must admit, except that in the case of this philanthropist, he had no less than
the Prime M inister come to give
away the cheques to the lucky
charities.

Being generous alone, it seems,
is not sufficient. One's beneficence has to be publicised to all
and sundry with mock cheques
that often seem too outlandish for
the modest sums involved. Some
say such publicity is good because it encourages others to
give and highlights the charities
that are in need offunds. On the
other hand, the lengths to which
some of these givers go to obtain publicity hint of something
baser than mere generosity. Tt
is but one facet of the Ugly Malaysian - a compulsion to show
off one's wealtl1, one's connecNow, isn't it strange that one tions and, of course, one's genshould invite someone eh;e to erosity. The sad thing is that
give away your money on your wealthy Malaysians are falling
bi rthday? Then again , such along this immodest path of
"strange•· practices have become ''Look how generous I am now
almost second nature to the that I am loaded!" when religions
lifestyles of Malaysia's rich and are quite clear on the need for
famous. 1n fact, several weeks modesty when giving to the poor
later, another millionaire had the and needy.
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1n fact, things have reached such
a state that no function is considered a success unless one can get
a VIP(very important politician)
to officiate - be it a book fair, a
seminar, or even the opening of
a restaurant or shopping outlet.
There, the VIP, true to his or her
insatiable craze for publicity, will
pose beside almost anything,
from a sandwich to a hockey
stick. As a result, we find our taxfunded representatives spending
their time snipping ribbons and
mouthing senseless speeches at
one glittering function after another, events that they try to pass
off as "work."

The VTP-syndrome may have
sunk in worse than we thought.
For instance, it is no secret that
Bukit Bintang (brazenly touted as
the Orchard Road of Kuala
Lumpur!) is messy, dirty and traffic-congested. 1n fact, the locality also houses KL's notorious
red-light area. But City Hall officials seemed blind to the mess
until the PM announced how
ashamed he was of the polluting
habils of city folks.
Within days, the officials sprang
to life, patrolling the streets and
assigning additional clean-up
teams to the area. Tougher punishment was proposed including
making litterbugs pay heavier
penalties and do community service. It was the classic bureaucratic response to what was
hardly a new problem.
A newspaper report carried a picture of yet another typically bureaucrat pose: five officers look

ing on while a manual worker
cleared the sidewalk of litter. If
the situation had been the reverse,
Bukit Bintang would be much
cleaner. And if only Dr M would
be as indignant about the other
area of dirt, namely corruptionbecause tbeACA, like most other
government agencies, also needs
that crucial signal from Dr M
before it can come to life.
Incidentally, it was initially reported, then denied, that the Pakistan PM was actually the one
to have commented on the messy
condition around Bukit Bintang.
How observant! Let's just hope
that Nawaz Shariff has sincereturned to his country to scrutinise
just as c1ose1y the report ofTransparency International which has
Pakistan ranked as the "second
worst corrupt country" in the
world.
If Malaysian politicians and officials were to get as worked up
over corruption as they do about
littering, dirty public loos and
underwear hanging from lowcost flats, this dear country of
ours would be up there in the
clean zone among countries like
Singapore and Hong Kong instead of dropping to 32nd position, not very far from the bottom.

Even more ironic than publicitycrazy philanthropists are miJlionaires who claw their way into almost every contract, then declare
that they want to give it all away.
Bob Hasan, one of Indonesia's

richest men (said to be worth
US$3 billion and rated 99th richest man in the world by Forbes
magazine). a golf buddy of President Suharto and with his fingers
in simply too many lucrative pies,
was quoted as saying: "It's my
persona] ambition to distribute
my wealth. Because there are still
people living under the line of
poverty."

Malay is their mother tongue end
up speakingpasar Malay), show
signs of intellectual thinking and
wit, or demonstrate any indication that they have read anything
other than news about themselves.

Perhaps those who complain
about our reading habits might be
interested to know that there is
really nothing very much worth
Much of Hasan's "charity work" reading from what is available in
is conducted through two foun- our bookshops and even less in
dation s headed by President our newspapers, which are still
Suharto but managed by Hasan. overloaded with government anYet those foundations in whose nouncements . These days, it
name Hasan claims to be help- seems that news is not big news
ing the needy and deserving were unless mouthed by a government
involved in several corporate bigshot.
take-overs as wel1 as the sensational Busang gold field scandal
AU LINE
that saw Hasan as well as two of
SON'S PAL?
Suharto's children taken for a
Aussies who are worried that the
ride.
right-wing views of Pauline
Hanson may be driving off Malaysians from its shores need
A fashionable lament these days worry no more if the attitude of
is that Malaysians don't read the former Menteri Besar of
enough. Apparently the average Selangor is any indication. GoMalaysian reads something like ing by the actions of the former
30 minutes a week, and mostly MB, it would seem that all the
fares like newspapers and maga- huff and puff on the part of many
zines. And the most ample of Malaysians over Hanson's views
proof of this little deficiency of amounts to little more than bot
ours is among our MPs. Parlia- air. Those with the means still see
mentary debates are often con- Australia as an extremely attracfined to silly and irrelevant ques- tive place to invest in property
tions, childish remarks, and vul- and even to send their children
gar innuendoes and rude remarks. for higher education. The evidence emanating from the trial of
It's rare to hear MPs speak with Muhammed Taib says as much
eloquence (of course, many of for this.
them can hardly string together a
I decent sentence in Bahasa Ma- Mat Taib, as he is known among
laysia while those for whom his political kaki, had tried to

I
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leave Brisbane lugging a J9kg
suitcase filled with bundJes of
hard cao;;h. It was so heavy that
the security officer manning the
scan machine could not lift it off
the conveyor belt. Now we know
the weight ofRM2.4 million! But
perhaps the most interesting part
of the court proceedings was not
the huge sums of money involved
(we are all too familiar with the
cash-flushed ways of our politicians) but this one-time top
politician's explanations to the
police: how he lovedAustralia in
spite of the way Pauline Hanson
had been going on about Asian
immigration; how he had been at
the forefront of investing in Australia although so many of his
friends had opted out

!+ i:t.:•ta: I·' l#:t.:., I

More thao a few Malaysians
reading reports of the proceedings could not believe what they
were reading. Was this the same
politician who had ever so often
spoken on the cause of bangsa
dan negara, who was always
leading trade missions abroad to
woo investments to Selangor,
who had lashed out at Australia
when several of its leaders made
unflattering remarks about Dr
Mahathir, and who had harped on
about Selangor being a centre for
academic excellence?
Sad to say, he is the very same
man. But like the typical politician that be is, be rarely does as
he says nor docs he do what he
says others should do. So while
politicians harp on about Malaysia being a centre for academic
excellence (a slogan as hollow as
cekap, bersih dan amanah), they

is not how Mat Taib accumulated
his millions but that he could be
stupid enough to be caught. It
They spend millions of ringgit of says a lot about the sort of people
taxpayers money on trade mis- we have in politics.
sions, then they put their own
money in property elsewhere.
They tell us to buy Malaysian
while they buy Italian, French They say that school reunions are
and whatever else is fashionably attended by only two types of
expensive. They say they love persons: those hopelessly sentiMalaysia but it is money they mental about the past and those
love more.
who want to show off how far
they have come along in life. But
The story of Mat Taib, many be- most of us would rather not have
lieve, is not an isolated incident. anything more to do with school
There is a string of other politi- if we can heI p it as evident by the
cians whose lifestyles are as lukewarm response to the Eduequally astonishing although they cation Ministry's interview for
may not have bad the sensational Chinese primary school teachers.
opportunity of eloping with their Of the 930 people called for inSultan's daughter. These are poli- terviews, only 420 turned up.
ticians who began with just a Teaching has gone down the
house and car to their name and, scale of jobs preferred by job
within a few years, are living in seekers and it is not difficult to
mansions beyond the ordinary see why. It does not pay well: it's
person's dreams and zooming not glamorous; classrooms are
around in chauffeur-driven limos, not air-conditioned; and when
courting starlets and singers. you spank your pupils, the police
Thus, when our MPs and assem- can come along and arrest you in
bly members teU us that they are full view of your pupils. The last
in politics to serve, most people was exactly what happened to a
take it that they mean to serve teacher recently after she spanked
several of her pupils for neglectlhemseJves.
ing their homework.
Sad but true, this is the attitude
of many a politician. Yet, this is The parents and the teacher eventhe man that many Umno mem- tually made up by shaking bands
bers had hailed as a champion of before the cameras although the
the Malays and whom they had issue of whether teachers would
voted into the position of party continue to be allowed to reprivice-president. More frighteuing, manu their pupils was less clearly
this is the man who had confided stated. Still wonder why parents
in friends that he hoped to be- tell their children "study hard othcome Prime Minister! But even erwise you ' 11 become a
more frightening is that the con- , teacher"?!
cern of those in political circles
- by NNP send their children overseas, often as early as age 13.

1
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ALIRAN'S 20'H
ANNIVERSARY

MuluysiaJIS
say "'No'" to
OSA.
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s the nation gears up
to celebrate its 40'11
year of independence
on 31 August, Aliran marks
another mi lestone- the 20m anniversary of it'i launch on 12
August 1977.

Aliran was the first non-partisan. multi-etbnicsocial reform
movement in Malaysia. Over
the years. we have faced many
challenges and obstacles. Tn
the early 1980s. the authorities
tried to de-register Aliran as a
society, perceiving us as a
threat. But a groundswell of
public support for Aliran
forced the authorities to abort
their plan.

ute to the tireless efforts of a
small band of Aliran members
and volunteers.

however, still short of about
RM50,000 in our building
fund.

We have come a long way as a

Another disturbing financial
concern is the RM80,000 in
legal costs that the authorities
arc claiming from us. The
costs relate to a public interest case in the late 1980s.
when Aliran took the government to court for turning
down our application to publish a magazine in the national language. A !though we
won in the High Court, the
government appealed successfully to the Supreme
Court and was awarded costs.
We have since appealed to the
Atromey-General to reconsider its claim on the legal
costs_

nation and we have much to be
proud of: the fairly harmonious
ethnic situation in the country, the
booming economy with full employment, and the overall rise in
the standard of living.

That said. many oftheissues that
Our publication, Aliran A1iran has been highlighting reMonthly, has emerged as the main unresolved. The growing
social conscience of the nation income gap between the rich and
with a circulation of about the poor. the increasingly visible
l 0,000 - no mean feat for a damage to the environment. and
non
governmental the lack of low-income housing
organisation with only three are serious social problems thaL
full-time office staff. The 40- have dampened the euphoria over
page magazine is read by a our economic success.
wide spectrum of society. including decision-makers and AJiran remains concerned about
senior politicians, who are in- rampant corruption and the lack
terested in alternative views of democratic space in the counand in-depth analyses on criti- try- a direct result of the many
cal social and political issues. oppressive laws in our statute
Still, the Monthly needs the books. We have consistently
support and involvement of called for the abolition of the Inmore Malaysians for it tore- ternal Security Act and the Offimain the cheapest alternative cial Secrets Act. The crisis-ridden
Bak'lln Dam in Sarawak is yet annews-magazine around.
other unfortunate example of lhe
Many of Aliran's views and serious lack of public accountideas have found their way ability and transparency into the mainstream of society. especially surrounding mega
especially our emphasis on the projects and privatisation dealsspiritual dimension of human which has hurt taxpayers.
development and our quest for
a civil society based on uni- With our move to our new office
versal spiritual values. That premises at the end of the year,
these ideas are now acceptable Aliran enters a new, more stable
in mainstream society is a trib- phase of its existence. We are,
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A new building alone will not
be enough to guarantee
Aliran's survival. Whether
we will be around to celebrate
our 30 1h anniversary will
hinge on whether sufficient
Malaysians can rise above the
selfish pursuit of material
wealth and dedicate their time
and energy to addressing the
many serious challenges facing the nation.

Executi\'e Committee
12 August 1997

The abol'e \latement II'O\
not carrietl hy any of the
major 11£'11'\fJtlpen.

right to query and debate certaj n
government projects and policies.
While the Gerakan Youth rightly
pointed out that it is within its
right to ruscuss problems faced by
the rakyat, particularly those associated with privatisation, Samy
Vellu seems to suggest that it is
tantamount to seeking political
mileage when queries pertaining
to government policies are raised.

ruption holistically - by linking it
to changing social values such as
materialism; selfishness among
politicians, businessmen, and the
public in general; nepotism; the
Aliran supports Opposition leader economic system that engenders
Lim Kit Siang's recent call to the such corrupting values; money
Malaysian press to form anAsean politics; and the erosion of human
pryss coalition to fight corruption. rights and decency.

ASIAN PUSS FOR
FREEDOM OF
EXPRUSION

Such an alliance would be noble
and timely. Many people in theregion want to rid their respective
societies of the scourge of corruption.
We would like to further urge the
Malaysian press and their
neighbouring counterparts to fight
earnestly for press freedom because it is a crucial element in
building a strong civil society. In
such a society, ordinary people
would have the right to express
their views about their own lives,
and political leaders would have
to be strictly accountable and
transparent for their actions.

It needs to be emphasised that development policies and their
implementation are by their very
nature ' political', and therefore
subject to scrutiny and criticism
of all concerned Malaysians, including members of the Gerakan
Youth. This is especially so when
privatisation, as in the case of expressways, has caused considerable hardships to consumers, especially the poor. whal with the
ever-escalating toll charges.

Finally, we hope that the moral
That is why we feel that to sugand po]jtical will to fight corrupgest. as Samy Vellu did, that those
tion and social injustice will not
who question the way in whkh
be easily corrupted by the lme of
the privatisation of expressways
financial and personal gains
had been implemented should opt
among politicians and journalists
for the old roads is really missing
alike.
the point at best and perhaps going around the bend at. worst.
Aliran Executive Committee
15 August 1997

PRIVAnSATION DEBATE
AND SAMY YELLU

The exchange of words between
Gerakan Youth and Works Minister Datuk Seri Samy Vellu over
the subject of privatisation is
Moreover. it is only with press cause for concern as it touches on
freedom that one can tackle cor- the crucial question of a citizen's
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In a thriving civil society that the
government is professedly attempting to build. debates and discussions are the crucial elements
in the lives of its citiLens. Tonegate this is to put a heavy toll on
intellectual freedom and human
decency.
Dr Mustafa K Anuar
Executive Committee Member
16 August 1997

ALIRAN
On the Roster of the Ec:orwmic & Social Cow1cil of the United Nations.

P.O. BOX 1049, 10830 PULAU PINANG, MALAYSIA.
TeVFax: (604)-6415785

His Excellency Kofi Annan
Secretary-General of the United Nations
UN Secretariat
Plaza US, New York, N.Y.
USA

7 August 1997

Fax: (212) 963 4879
Your Excellency,

The Case of UN Special Rapporteur Datuk Param Cumaraswamy
We are deeply concerned about the legal suits
taken by some quarters in Malaysia against
United Nations Special rapporteur Datuk
Param Cumaraswamy in respect of comments
he made in an interview with thelntenwtional
Commercial Litigation magazine, published
by Euromoney of London.

Rapporteurs will not be able to discharge their
duties and responsibilities without fear or
favour; freely and in accordance with their conscience and best judgements.

In view of thi s distressing development we
urge you to immediately refer this matter of
immunity to the International Court of JusAlthough UN Special Rapporteurs are granted tice at the Hague for a clear-cut and binding
immunity under the 1946 UN Convention on decision.
Privileges and Immunities, the Malaysian High
Court ruled recently thatParam Cumaraswamy Thank you.
did not enjoy absolute immunity.
Yours sincerely
This judicial ruling has far-reaching implications for the duties and responsibilities of all
UN Special Rapporteurs. For one thing, it will P. Ramakrishnan
mean that from now on all UN Special President

/.~~

Endorsed by:
All Women's Action Society (AWAM) • Bunna Solidarity Group Malaysia (BSGM) • Center for OrangAsli Concerns (COAC) • Gabun,gan
Persaluan Guru-Guru Sekolah Cina Malaysia (Association of Chinese School Teachers in Malaysia) • Integrated Development for £cofriendly & Appropriate Lifestyle (IDEAL) • International Movement for a Just World (JUST) • Jawarankuasa Sokongan Pcneroka Bandar
(JSPB :Urban Settlers Support Committee) • Malaysian Trades Union Congress (MTUC) • National Human Rights Society (HAKAM) • Patti
Ts lam SeMalaysia (PAS : Malaysian Islamic Party) • Patti Rakyat Malaysia (PRM: Malaysian Peoples Party) • Pcrsaruau Sal1abat Wanlta
Selangor (Friends of Women Association, Selangor) • Society for Christian Reflections (SCR) • Suara Rak.-yat Malaysia (SUARAM : Malay<.ian Peoples Voice) • Tholilaliyin Tholar (Friends of Workers) • United Chinese School Committees' Association of Malaysia • Youth Section
of Selangor Chinese Assembly HaU • Women's Force (TENAGANlTA)
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HUMAN RIGHTS

OUT·OF·DATE?
Should the Universal Declaration
on Human Rights be Reviewed?

Questions have been raised about the "'validity" of the
Universal Declaration on Human Rigbl~t. Tun DaJm
Zainuddin recently suggested that a review should be
carried out as this document was proclaimed nearly SO
years ago. Dr Mahathir has responded by saying that
the Government will seek such a review at the United
Nations. DR SYED RUSIN ALI counters by arguing that
the rights affirmed in the Covenants that accompany
the Declaration are still radical and relevant to the needs
of Third World countries.

g

l

tis important to note that
the Universal Declaration on Human Rights
was only the first step in the formulation of what was considered
as the ..International Bill of Human
Rights". Although the original idea
had been a single document . by
late 1947, when it was clear that
there were serious differences as
to the actual formulation of those
rights, the UN Commission on
Human Rights decided to divide it
into three parts: a Declaration, a
Covenant, and a machinery for
implementation. In view of this.
it is wrong to view the Declaration
in isolation Erom the Covenant (or
more correctly, the Covenants -see
below) in _an_y_d_iscu_s_si_on_ of this

issue.
The Declaration was passed on 10
December 1948 by the General
Assembly and the voting figures
(48 to 0, with 8 abstentions), make
it clear, the vast majority of the
countries of the Third World were
not involved in the process of formulating or endorsing the document. Incidentally. the Soviet
Union abstai ned in the vote on
adoption of the Declaration and.
hence, it may not be quite correct
to say that the Declaration was the
product of the "superpowers".
However, the point to note is that,
while the Universal Declaration on
Human Rights was not universally

endorsed. it wac; only one component of the International Bill of
Rights envisaged by the UN. The ·I
second component was the Covenant and the rask of fonnulating
this dragged on for 18 years. Because of ~trong disagreements
(particularly in the relative primacy
of civil and political rights in relation to economic. social and cultural rights), it was finally decided
that there should be two separate
covenants, viz. an International
Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and an International Co\'enant on Civil and Political Rights. The delay however
had the fortunate consequence of
ensuring that these documentc; had
the approval and endorsement of
many of the Third World countries,
which. by this time had become independent sovereign states, free
from colonial rule.
Thus, when the vote was taken on
the Covenants on 16 December
1996. more than a hundred nations,
instead of the original48. voted in
favour, with more opposing. I n
other words, most of the Third
World were afforded the opportunity to contribute their own perspective of human rights and to
rectify (or redress) any omissions
or distortions which were evident
- -
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~ Declaration. The passage of

I time pennitted states to, in effect.

review the Declaration and incorporate those issues which had not
been taken into cognisance.
To appreciate this, one needs only
consider the radical departure
which the Covenants make, both
in terms of orientation and content,
from the Declaration.

AFFIRMATION RATHER
THAN REVIEW NEEDED
Firstly, while the Declaration was
concerned with stressing individual rights, the very first articles
of both the Covenants affirm the
rights of ''peoples". And the right~
of the peoples which they affirm
are, even by today's standards.
radical. These include the rights of
the peoples to ''self detennination".
and "to freely dispose of their
natural wealth and resources". The
importance of this laller right is
underscored again by an affirmation in Article 47 of the Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights that
"Nothing in the present covenant
shall be interpreted as impairing
the inherent right of all people to
enjoy and utilise fully and freely
their natural wealth and resources".
At a time when the West is claiming the "right" of its transnational
corporations to plunder the resources of the Third World and is
utilising international bodies such
as the World Trade Organisation to
legitimise such "rights". it is surely
more pertinent to call for an affirmation of such rights rather than a
review of them.
Secondly, in contradistinction to
the affirmation of individual rights
in the Declaration, the Covenants
affirm the rights of communities

and groups such as ethnic, religious
and linguistic minorities. Here
again. at a time when such minorities (e.g. the Rohingyas in Burma)
are coming under attack, there is
surely a need to affirm such rights
rather than to review them.

needs".

l

CRITICISM CANNOT
BE SUSTAINED

If the Covenant~ are seen as integral to the Declaration. then much
of the criticism that has been levelled against the Declaration canThirdly. while the Declaration was not be sustained. Far from being
primarily concerned with Civil and the products of the superpowers.
Political rights (with some 18 of the Covenants (especially the Ecothe 25 clauses in the Declaration nomic. Social and Cultural Covon substantive right~ affirming enant) reflect some of the most imsuch rights), the emergence of a portant concerns of the Third
new Covenant affirming Eco- World. Far from rcnecting "the
nomic, Social and Cultural rights world view of the lute forties". they
was clearly a major breakthrough. arc germane to the current
The recognition of economic and struggles of the countries of the
other rights was clearly an affirma- Third World to preserve their sovtion of the indivisibility of human ereignty, especially their economic
rights. And the rights which this sovereignty. Any attempt to review
Covenant recognised, such as the them may. given the present disright to strike, the right to "social pensation of power under which
insurance", and the right to mater- the world's only Superpower has
nity leave, arc clearly offundamen- the final say on almost every decital importance and must be reaf- sion of consequence in the UN.
firmed. especially when some of result in the whittling away of thc:,c
these right<> are now coming under important gains.
attack.
Finally, I wish to make it clear that
Lastly, while the Declaration af- while I do not fully agree with the
firmed that "every person was en- need for a review.! am at one with
titled to a social and international Tun Daim in denunciation of the
order in which the rights and free- US in its attempt to usc the issue
doms set forth can be realised," the of human rights as a political tool.
Covenant, whi le reaffirming this, There is clearly a need to expose
went on to call for measures "to such manipulation and hypocrisy.
ensure an equitable distribution of but it would appear to me that our
world food supplies in relation to country will be better placed to disneed". He nce both these docu- charge this rule, if only we could
ments , each in their own way, did clean up our own act. If we can
recognise the fact that "Human only improve our own human
Rights and fundamental freedoms rights record, our criticism will
can only be sustained if basic hu- acquire much greater force and
man need in life such a<; the need credibili ty. 0
for food, shelter, clothing. health
care and education are met, and
Dr Syed Hu.sin Ali is Presilknl
conditions created for the effective
of Parti Ralcyat Malaysia.
realisation and fulfillment of these
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DEVELOPMENT

SCRAP BAKUN DAM
It poses grave threats to the national economy,
the ecology and the livelihood of
the affected indigenous people.

g

n view of the current
economic crisis, the
Gabungan welcomes Finance Minister Anwar Ibrahim's
announcement that the government would scrap or scale down
non-critical mega-projects. Likewise,
we welcome the
government's call to limit the import of foreign machinery and
equipment. We note the reaction
of the investors who apparently
received the statement favourably
by staging a minor rally in the
stockmarket after Anwar's statement.

RM 13.5 billion Bakun project
brings no real economic or social
benefits to the Malaysian people.
On the contrary. it poses grave
threats to the national economy,
the ecology and the livelihood of
the affected .indigenous people.

promise that this would be strictly
a privatised project!
From the beginning, the
Gabungan has pointed out that
Ekran Bhd has no credentials as a
energy producer. It was given this
largest privatisation contract without having to bid openly for it. In
this latest controversy, it looks
like Elcran Berhad has signed the
contract with ABB without
realising the legal implications.

In the last few weeks, the Malaysian currency has suffered a continuous downward spiral. Malaysia had already tecorded aRM 2.8
billion ringgit trade deficit for
June - its largest shortfall in 17
years. If the government is con- If we fail to honour the contract,
cerned about the recent drain in the reputation of the country in the
our Central Bank Reserves, then international business arena will
If Malaysians look objectively at Bakun should be a cause for worry be seriously affected. Furtherthe mega projects being imple- as the project will further increase more, the compensation for ABB
will certainly be hefty. The best
mented in the country at the mo- our economic burden.
solution would seem to be a mument, they will surely agree that
ABB·EKRAN DISCORD
tual agreement £o pull out of the
the Bakun project is the most
POINTS TO EKRAN'S
project altogether.
costly in economic, environmenLEGAL INCOMPETENCE
tal and social terms. We will be
importing very expensive foreign With the latest discord between The contradiction between the
machinery and technology, from ABB and Ekran over the terms of government's statements and that
the untested 640 km-long subl'!la- the agreement. the government of Ekran 's on the issue is another
rine cables to the generators and bas indicated that it might have example of the lack of transparto "take over the project". This ency over the project from lhe
turbines.
would mean that Malaysian tax- start. While the former had stated
A MULTI·BILLION
payers will have to bear the costs that there was a dispute between
RINGGIT ANXIETY
The Gabungan reiterates that the of the project. So much for the ABB and Ekran a month ago,
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Ekran has only admitted this re- with the Bakun prqject when the up, upgraded and deployed atlow
cently. Again, while the Energy rest of the equities market has re- cost and in a very short time.
Minister had said that there would jected it would putmore pressure
be delays in the project, Ekran has on the amount of liquidity in the Ekran can use its experience in
denied this by insisting that the market.
building houses to build badly
project is on schedule.
needed low-cost housing for the
Furthermore, issues such as the public. EPF and Kbazanah HoldThe Gabungan has warned Ma- transparency of the project from ings can redeploy their resources
laysian taxpayers that any delays its conception to the award of con- towards socially productive
would translate into massive cost tracts; proper cost-benefit evalu- projects such as in health-care, IT,
overruns which the public will be ation; promotion of a sensible en- research-training-and-developforced to foot at the end of the day. ergy policy: the rights of the in- ment. public housing and public
And we would like to point out digenous peoples; and the protec- transpon. The possibilities are
that this dispute is taking place tion of our environment all point endless and are critical for the
right at the project's start, during to the need to scrap the project.
long-term growth of the economy
the preparatory stages - even beand for the people of Malaysia.
fore any of the major construction Malaysia can put the RM 13.5 bilwork has commenced. We still lion ringgit saved on Bakun to The Gabungan, once again, urges
have the hitherto untried feat of more productive use. Tenaga the government to abandon the
laying 640km-long submarine Nasional can easily deploy the project in the interest of safecables beneath the deep and rough money saved from its equity in guarding the national economy.O
South China Sea, the apocalyptic Bakun to build smaJler and more
impact of flooding an area of efficient independent power
Released by:
Dr. Kua Kia Soong
rainforests the size of Singapore, projects. The technology on fuelOn behalf of Coalition of
and more!
fired IPPs has progressed so fast
that these plants can now be set
Concerned NGOs on Ba/..'1m
These are all reasons for concern.
It was this concern which led
more than 40 Malaysian NGOs to
form the Gabungan when the
Gabungan Members: I.ALIRAN 2.AII Women's Action Society
3.Baram Self-Development Association 4.Badan Perundjng
Bakun project was first anMabasiswa Negara (BPMN) S.Community Development Centre
nounced.

ABANDON THE
BAKUN PROJECT
From a purely commercial point
of view, no local or foreign party
should be involved in this project
with all the risks involved. Investors have already demonstrated
how they view the project judging from the recent Ekran rights
issue fiasco. It is surprising that
the Government, which is such a
strong defender of the capitalist
market, should choose to ignore
the market's disapproval of the
Bakun project. To press ahead

6.Centre for Orang A<oli Concerns 7 .Centre for Peace Initiatives 8.Community Communication Centre 9.DONG ZONG lO.Democratic Action Party Socialist Youth II.Democratic Action Party Women 12.Federation of Malaysian Consumer Association 131DEAL 14.INSAN
15.1ndigenous Peoples Development Centre 16.Jiao Zhong (As.'iOciation of Chinese Teachers in Malaysia l 17JawatankUllll8 Sokongan
Penerok.a Bandar 18.Mahasiswa UIA Yang Prihatin 19.Malaysian
Trade Union Congress 20.Partners for Community Organisers 21.Penang Organic Farm 22.Sekretadat Pelajar. Persatuan Olamak: Malaysia 23.Persatuan Sahabat Wanita 24.Parti Rakyat Malaysia 25.Youlh
Centre 26.Sarawak Access 27.Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall Youth
Section 29.Selangor Graduate Society 29.Society for Christian Reflection 30.Suara Rak.yat Malaysia 3J.Suara Warga Peniwi
32.Tenaganita 33.ALAIGAL 34.Ccntre for Community Studies
35.Dagra 36.EPSM 37.Era Consumer 38.BarCouncil Human Righlo;
Committee 39.Minsoc 40.Pahang Association of Consumers
41.Tholilaliyin Tholar
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BAKUN AFFECTED RESIDENTS

COMPENSATION PAYMENT
The amount has turned out to be a paltry sum
in comparison to what they are entitled to

g

he Coalition of Con- ment site. This is twice the cost
cerned NGOs on of a low cost house in West MaBakun (Gabungan) laysia! The promise of loans for
notes with concern several is- those who cannot afford the
sues related to the recent com- units is hardly reassuring to the
pensation payment to the resi- residents as they will be forced
dents affected by the Bakun Hy- to move from their own homes
droelectricity Dam Project.
to paying exorbitant prices for a
unit.
The Gabungan notes that the
Bakun affected residents had We are also appalled by the fact
been promised RM 300 million that a British multinational,
to be paid out on 26.8.97. How- Bucknalls, was awarded the conever, the amount has turned out tract to build the resettlement
to be a paltry sum in compari- houses and other infrastructures
son to what they are entitled to. such as schools, water supply,
RM51 0,024.54 does not even roads etc. The issues arising
amount to 0.2 per cent of the from this begins with the nature
promised RM 300 million.
of this award, whether Bucknalls
has the expertise to build the traAs late as March this year, the ditionallonghouses and whether
Bakun Region People's Com- B ucknalls is accountable and be
mittee which represents the af- held responsible for any future
fected villages from 15 problems and costs.
longhouses had rejected the land
acreage and other compensation Furthermore, the Gabungan is
offers as they were not sufficient concerned with the fact that the
to sustain their livelihood and Sarawakstate government's role
daily needs.
has shifted from supervising the
resettlement of the affected resiThe Gabungan is appalled also dents to footing the bill for
by the outrageous cost of RM Bakun Hydroelectricity Corpo50,000 for each unit of the ration (BHC). We are concerned
longhouse built at the resettle- that while BHC does not have
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the fmancial capability Lo pay
for the compensation, the state
government has to pay on behal r
of a private enterprise. We expect that the Bakun project itself
may fall into the same fate and
the Malaysian public will be
forced to pay for a private
project.
Gabungan demands the BHC,
Federal Government and the
Sarawak state government to
be accountable and transparent
in this resettlement exercise.
Up to now, the affected residents have not received any
written document detailing
their compensation structures
and resettlement plan. If this
trend continues. the Gabungan
fears that the Bakun affected
residents will eventually be
another unwarranted disaster
as faced by the 400 !bans affected by the Batang Ai Dam
whose experiences could be
described as one of debt and
regret. 0

Dr Kua Kia Soong
Spokesperson
Coalition of Concemed NGOs
o1z Baku1l

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY

PUniNG THE
11
PEOPLE'' IN EIAs
Assessing Envionmental Impact on Indigenous People

Indigenous people are not natnral resources or physical elements to be analysed in technical EIAs. Hence
the potential impact of any planned project on these
peoples must be analysed in a separate Social Impact
Assessmen~ writes COLIN NICHOLAS.

of 1992, there were only about 3
pages of references to the Orang
Asli in the J .5-inch thick report.
Furthermore, as far as 1 know, none
of the affected Orang Asli ever got
to read the linal reports. After all,
they were written in English, alanguagt! none of them could appreciate, especially in its technical form.
But then. since the ElA guidelines
itself consider the participation of
the public as just an aid to p roject
planning, not an obligation. the
project implementerl:> probably
thought "the less known to the
people. the better:·

g

nvironmental I mpact Assessment (EIA) repons
are often written on the
assumption that the planned project
will go ahead. Only the possible impact on the indigenous populations
are studied, never an analysis of
whether they would be better off as
compared to Lhe pre-project status.

IIn

The thrust of EIAs in themselves
seem to suggest that the empha<>is
ts on getting the community to accept the project. rather than on assessing whether the project will
benefit the community.
attention paid to their situation. For
example. in the 21 0-page Linggiu
Reservoir Project EIA Report of
1990. where six Orang Asli settlements in Southern Johore were directly affected. no more than 2
pages were devoted to the Orang
Asli affected by the project.
In the Kuala Lumpur International

some EIAs, there is negligible

Airport (KLTA) Interim EIA Report
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Perhaps this is why it has been suggested in the EIA guidelines for
dams and reservoir projects that,
"Fears and anxieties can often be
overcome by taking the potentially
affected people to a similar completed project elsewhere. as fear of
the imagined, or unknown, is usually greater than that of the realised

_pr_o_
~e_c_
l."

---

_

I

_j

rIt is-hard;to,see-how
-any
-project
--------here had an even more shoddy deal
implementer can find such a model
site since there are very few areas
if any at all - where indigenous
peoples have directly benefited
from a development project designed to meet the needs of others.

I
I-

I
I

I On the contrary, taking indigenous

I
I
I

people to affected project sites is
often a strategy used by community-based
indigenous
organisations to let indigenous
peoples see for themselves the effects of a project similar to that
planned for their area..
Let us look at two examples of how
so-called development projects
have affected Orang Asli.
The first is the case of the Orang
Asli in the Bclum area. The Jahais
here were resettled when the
Temenggor dam inundated their
traditional homelands. Today, 17
years later, they are not much better off than before. Many still live
in their self-built traditional atap
houses, despite promises of
wooden houses from the government. For more than a decade, the
promised rubber trees and fruit orchards did not see the light of day.
ln fact, today they still do not have
lights in their homes, despite sacrificing much for a hydro-electric
dam.
And to make matters worse, the
smaller land area allocated for the
resettlement site gave rise to many
disputes over traditional rights to
resources among the regrouped
communities. The divisions remain
to this day.
The second case is that of the KLIA
project in Sepang where the new
airport is being built. The Temuans

L _____ _

when compared to the other nonOrang Asli communities in
neighbouring smallholdings. In
contrast to their established Malaysmallholding type of settlement. the
resettlement site chosen for them
wac; a swamp. When they made the
move. there was no water supply or
electricity connected- facilities that
they enjoyed in their old village.
This was to be the case for another
three years. Needless to say, the
"We will give five trees for every
oil palm tree you have" promise has
yet to be made good. And for most
of them, the bulk of the compensation money (for their crops and
houses. not for their land) was gone
within the first year. with some of
the adult men taking to drink, since
there was no more agricultural
work, no trees to tap, no oil palm to
harvest.
No wonder it is often said that indigenous peoples often end up becoming ..victims of development'.
But rarely would any EIA report
have revealed this potential - yet
rather obvious- impact
For
that
matter,
project
implementers, or EIA authors, are
not made to return after every five
years to assess the actual impact and
do follow-up surveys, as the EIA
guidelines recommend.

If ever anything of this nature is
done in an indigenous area, it is invariably because a disaster bas occurred - such as the Pos Dipang
case last September when 39 OrangAsli were killed Within a week
- certainly another new record for
the country - an investigation team
was established, and the fmdings
announced: it was due to natural
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causes and not logging, despite
forestry officials themselves remaining puzzled over the obvious
presence of old logging stumps.
That mother nature had finally unleashed its wrath for the past logging activities was never even considered.
The following month. the Orang
Asli village at Kampung Tisong in
Sungkai was flooded after two days
of rain. Logs were seen floating in
the river. No investigation was
deemed necessary.
A few days before this happened.
three picnickers were swept away
by a torrent of water at the Ulu
Kinta waterfall. Again, heavy rain
was the culprit, not the logging activities on the Korbu Range. And
again, no investigation team was
deemed necessary.
ln all these cases, no EIA was probably done since the logging concession was most certainly below the
stipulated area (500 ha.) requiring
mandatory EIAs.
Thus, it is not just the mega-projects
that cause irreversible hardship to
indigenous peoples.
Very clearly therefore, ETAs whether they are carried our or
whether they are dispensed with are no protection to indigenous
peoples' well-being.
In any case. the information given
in most ETAs regarding the indigenous peoples tends to be one-dimensional - they are "planned for"
rather than portrayed as people capable of cultural adaptation and
constructive change or as people
with certain rights or interests that
should be ·weighed equa11y with

I other interests in a pluralist society.
Sadly, also. there is a tendency in
EIA reports to treat the indigenous
communicy as an ''objecf' to be dissected for study, rather than as a cultural entity.
The aspirations of indigenous
peoples are invariably expressed in
the related issues of land claims,
self-determination and the establishment of an economic base for
their communities.
Land rights is not the sole issue, although it is a very important one.
The underlying problem is their status as "indigenous people" per se
is not accepted or recognised. Only
when these peoples are recognised
as indigenous will their birthright
be protected - and with it, their
rights to their traditional lands and
their identity.
Given the low regard for the rights
of indigenous peoples here, it is not
surprising that our national plans do
not give sufficient priority to their
advancement and well-being. Like
the EIA reports mentioned earlier,
the specific references to the Orang
Asli, for example. are few and far
in between.
In an attempt to redress this sintation. it is perhaps necessary to have
a parallel legislation to the EIA to
cater for the specific case of indigenous peoples affected by planned
projects, big or small. Some countries. such as Australia and Canada,
have already put in place the Social Impact Assessment (SIA).
There is certainly much need for a
similar process here.
' The SIA is, in essence, a localised

I srudy of social change, or potential

social change, that is grounded in a
historical context and takes account
of more general processes of social
change occurring in society at a particular time.
The Canadian Environmental Assessment Research CounciI. for example, lists four types of research
areas to be investigated as part of
an SIA:

*

EtAs whereas connie! over social
values are envisaged in SlAs, and
demands are made for them to be
democratically evaluated.
Fifth, ETAs are project-specific and
often relate to design and mitigation of environmental effects. SIAs,
on the other hand, place m ore emphasis on the higher-level planning
issues such as project need and alternatives.

demographically
related
changes;
e{;onomically related changes;
resource related changes; and
culturally related changes.

Finally, while the ETA focuses on
methods, the SIA addresses the
broader social issues, paying attention to the historical and cultural
context.

It is, however, important to realise
that the final activity is not research,
but decision-making.

While it is admitted that it is going
to be difficult to get the powersthat-be ro accept the need for a
SIAs, it is certainly something that
should be lobbied for if only to
achieve, initially. a better socio-economic analysis in present ElAs.

*
*

*

There are some fundamental differences in conceptual orientations between the technical-ETA and the politicai-SIA approaches.
The first is that emphac;is is placed
on community development and the
decision-making process in the
SlA. rather than on the product as
in the EIA.
Second, in the EIA process, the experts take centre stage whereas in
the SIA process - while the usefulness of experts and scientific evidence is acknowledged - the ultimate detenninant of policy is seen
as a value judgement.
Third, the ETA process often looks
at technological ways to solve environmental problems, while socially useful technology is
emphasised in SIAs.
Fourt.h, scientific evidence is seen
as objective and determinative in
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In conclusion. it should always be
remembered that indigenou s
peoples are not natural resources or
physical elements. The potential
impact of any planned project on
them must be measured and
analysed differently. Even a small
change to the environment can have
a devastating impact - physically
and culturally - on the indigenous
peoples.
lt is time to put " people" into Environmental Impact Assessments. 0

Colin Nichokls is Coordinator of the Centre for
Orang Asli Concerns.
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I CORRUPTION
THE NEW ANTI-CORRUPTION ACT :

AN OPPORTUNITY
MISSED
New Bill fails to enhance ACA's independence
J

·---,---

The new anti-corruption Bill, which provides penalties
for false statements, is likely to deter the public from
reporting cases of graft. As RAM points out, it also
strengthens the Executive's grip on the AntiCorruption Agency.

II

t the end of July, Parlia-

ment passed the new
Anti-Corruption Bill.
This will replace earlier laws and
give the Anti-Corruption Agency
(ACA) greater scope for investigation.~ and to bring charges. The
main question in the minds of
many is: Does the Bill increase
the independence of the ACA?
The answer is a resounding
''NO".
If anything, the Bill makes more
secure the control of the ExecuLi ve over Lhe ACA. The main
criticism of the Bill, however, is
that it is likely to deter people
from making reports on those
who have ill-gotten gains.

DUERRENT TO THOSE
MAKING REPORTS

The notorious Clause 19 (formerly Clause 20 which was renumbered as an earlier clause in
the draft was deleted) provides
that those who make a false statement to Lhe ACA can be fined
RM LOO,OOO or be given a prison
The intentions of the drafters may sentence of up to lOyears. A perhave been to get a stricter law on son can be charged under this
corruption through the Parlia- clause even ifhis statement is not
ment while there is the political false but "incended to mislead"
will. But the actual law does not or inconsistent with an earlier
seem to sharpen the teeth of the statement made.
ACA. The opportunity to push
through a more effective anti-cor- Under existing laws, a person can
indeed be charged for making a
ruption law has been missed.
false report. With the introducThe Bill makes the teeth of the tion of such a heavy penalty for
ACA more blunt for three differ- those deemed to be making false
ent reasons: (1) it will deter reports. potential whistle-blowers
people from making reports, (2) who are concerned that they may
it reduces the authority of the not have sufficient facts or that
Director-General of the ACA to some of their information may be
prosecute, and (3) it makes ex- inaccurate will certainly be put
plicit that the head of the ACA off. But on the other hand, if they
stays in office only for as long as make a report, they may in turn
be charged and be liable to a very
the PM wants him to be there.
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stiff penalty.
The Deputy Prime Minister assured the House that the clause
will not be used to charge those
1
who make reports when there is
no prosecution against the person
reported to be corrupt. The aim
of the clause is apparently to discourage honest citizens from lying.

I

At the DAP-organised roundtable on corruption, a Deputy

ROUND

TABLE

ON

RMlOO,OOO fine, while the corrupt person could get off scot
free.

POWERS OF ACA

HEAD REDUCED
The second element about the
Bill which undennines the independence of the ACA is that it
reduces the powers of its Director-General (DG). Previously,
the DG would also have the position of DPP and could thus initiate criminal proceedings against

CORRUPTION

creasingly rampant- no one is
disputing that anymore - a corrupt person would have to worry
about two high-level public officials who may prosecute him or
her in court. The accused might
be able to buy over one, but it
becomes doubly difficult to buy
over both. The AG's willingness
to actually press charges against
the big fish has also been questioned repeatedly in recent times.
• No charges were ever brought
against Samy Vellu for the
Telekom shares scandal that
were hijacked from Maika
Holdings.

ASSEMBLY OF VOICES
13 JULY 1997

• Rafidah did not have to answer to the charge of chairing
a committee that approved
special share allocations to her
son-in-Jaw.
• No charges were ever pressed
against Rahim Tamby Chik
despite the weallb he is believed to have amassed.

Public Prosecutor (DPP) present
clarified that the clause was primarily aimed at the underlings of
"big fish" who may make false
statements to the ACA to protect
their bosses.
Even if that were the intention,
the impact of the clause will
mean that the public will be put
off from reporting anyone who
may have greater influence than
the complainant over the police.
If a complainant's report has one
small piece of information
wrong, he or she could end up in
prison for ten years with a

a suspect. Under the new Bill, the
DG is no longer a DPP and all
prosecution will have to go
through the Attorney-General
(AG).
This bas been very much the
practice to date - but now by encoding it into law, the ACA bead
no longer has the option to proceed with a prosecution tbar may
otherwise be blocked by the AG.

• Muhammad Taib could onJy
be caught in Australia for carrying an extraordinary amount
of cash (RM2.4million).
Possibly, the reason why not even
one charge has been brought up
in any of these instances is that
the ACA is incompetent and unable to prepare a proper case. Or
is il tbal the AG has decided in
each case it is best (for whom?)
not to proceed with prosecution.

There is a simple reason why the
DG should continue to have the If. however, Lhe ACA's DG has
power to prosecute. In a climate the power to prosecute indepenwhere corruption is getting in- dently of the AG, then the AG
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need not bear the main brunt of ceived within a time frame set
public incredulity on why the big by the ACA, the person can be
fish do not get charged in Malay- convicted on this ground alone.
sia.
This clause follows current
Hong Kong legislation.
ACA CHIEF CAN BE
SACKED BY PM
Another positive aspect of the
The third reason why the Bill
undermines the ACA is that it
explicitly states that the DG shall
"hold office at the pleasure of the
Yang di-Pertuan Agong, subject
to the advice of the Prime Minister". This means, in effect. that
the DG can be sacked on the recommendation of the PM.
This creates the potential for
quite clear conflict of interest.
What if the DG is investigating a
corruption case involving one of
the PM's children? Or one of the
PM 's friends? Or (hypothetically) the PM himself? Surely the
tenure of the DG's position
should be much more secure especially in a country where
there is a history of even the top
judge being dismissed.

LIVING BEYOND
YOUR MEANS •
FORGET IT!
That the Bill weakens the
ACA's position in these ways
does not, of course, invalidate
its positive aspects. There is
now a new offence for public
officials who live beyond the
means of their official income.

I

ThcACA may require someone
who has acquired assets that are
beyond his or her income to explain how be or she could have
accumulated such assets. lf no
satisfactory explanation is re-

Anwar : To discouroge honest citizens from
lying?

Bill is that the sentences fo r
those found guilty of corruption
is increased quite substantially.
Under the previous law, the
maximum fine for those who
are guilty of corruption was
RMlO,OOO and they could also
be committed to prison for
seven years. Under the new
law, the maximum fine has
been increased to RMlOO,OOO
coupled with a possible jail sentence of up to 20 years.

VIOLATIONS OFI
CIVIL LIBERTIES?
Some civil liberties may however
get trespassed by the new law. In
particular, the ACA may, upon
getting approval from the AG, intercept and open anything in the
post meant for a suspect. They
can also tap into the phone line
of a suspect. This may well be
used to harrass people whom the
authorities are out to geL
It is disconcerting that no neutral
party, such as a judge, is required
to authorise such violations of
privacy. Who will now weigh the
interests and rights of Lhe individualinquestion to avoid unnecessary harassment?
Some lawyers are also concerned
that under clause 29 of the Bill
(or Clause 30 in the original
draft), a person under investigation is required to answer the
questions of the interrogators. A
suspect who refuses to give information to an investigating
ACA officer would be committing an offence.
This is contrary to the present

rules on evidence that allow a
suspect to remain silent durjng
investigation, answering charges
only in open court. Coercing susHigher fines are certainly pect~ into giving information durcalled for given that the poten- ing the investigation stage, when
tial gains from corruption are their lawyers are not present, may
now much larger than before. lead to the suspects giving inforMore severe jail penalties will mation that might incriminate
have to be meted out also to them even if they are actually indemonstrate the seriousness of nocent.
the authorities in stamping out
To protect the rights of those who
this disease.
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are under investigation but who
are actually innocent, we have to
be very careful about the powers
given to investigating officers. In
particular. the law should guard
against police officials wbo may
be able to threaten and coerce
suspects into making self-incriminating statements without
getting advice from lawyers.

PUBLIC DECLARATION
OF ASSETS
STILL MISSING
What should have been included
in the Bill to makeitmore effecLive?

build an effecti ve case against a
public official, and possibly the
PM himself may keep him on
because of personal ties.
The public should always have
access to information on how
much a person has amassed, so
that they can use the ultimate
weapon to boot out politicians
who are unacceptable: the vote.
More importantly, there is nothingto1ncreasetheindependence
oftheACA in this bill. TheACA
should be made to answer directly to Parliament rather than
to the Executive.

Apart from continuing to give the
ACA head more authority to Cleaning up corruption should
prosecute, the requirement that concern all of us - not just the
public officials publicly declare Executive. If the ACA is not acttheir assets is still absent. At ing on certain matters, then the
present they do so only privately representatives of the people
to the PM, or to the ACA if the should be able to directly quesinvestigating body asks for this. tion theACA head in Parliament.
But surely the public has a right
to know about the assets of their
representatives. Sometimes. the
ACA may not have been able to

if the ACA head directly reports
to the Parliament- rather than to
the leaders that he may be investigating- arguably he would then
have greater powers to investigate (when necessary) corruption
in the highest places.
LlftLI TIME FOR

FEEDBACK

Samy: No charges brou/(ht againsr him.

The Bill was distributed to MPs
only four days before it was discussed. Again, this was a case
of the people's representatives
having little c hance to deliberate and discuss the Bill and give
weB-considered feedback. The
input of the Bar Council would
surely have been pertinent, especially as some of the rights
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Rafidah : Did 1101 hawr w anrwer 10
an> charges

of suspects may be curtailed.
But the Bar was given no opportunity to discuss the matter
and provide its views.
The leader of the Opposition is
reported to have submitted over
20 proposed amendments to the
Bill. None was adopted. The
Barisan's sheer strength in Parliament ensures that the law is
exactly what the ruling coalition
wants it to be.
Changes are made with so little
feedback being sought from the
public on the particular Bills that
are proposed. This in itself is an
offence against the people.
The ultimate offence would be
if cosmetic changes are introduced to the law but no serious
attempt is made to bring to
book top-level public officials
who flout it. Are we to believe,
in a country like ours where
money and politics are so intimately intertwined, that there is
no corruption at the level of the
Cabinet?O

THE HAZE CRISIS :

continued from page 40

But more than rhis, the thick unhealthy haze is also the inevitable
result of the country's reckless,
head-long rush into industrialisation without any regard for the
environment.
Everyone knows who the human
culprits are; so, it's no use blaming God or conducting "studies"
to determine the origins of the
haze. The sources include dieselpowered buse~.Iorries, and ta~tis;
property developers who blast
hills, wipe out forest cover and
clear plantation land. sometimes
resorting to open-burning; polluting factories such as many palm
oil mills and cement factories;
and two-stroke motorcycle engines. They continue Lo openly
pollute the air with impunity.
Wby has there been so little action against them?

own transport to getto work. Meanwhile, the government is planning
more highways, allowing privileged companies to reap a bonanza
in toll -highways that win be nlled,
in no time, with vehicles that spew
out more exhaust fumes into the air.
The Road Transport Department
has failed to take action against vehicles that openly pollute the air
with their exhaust fumes. We rarely
see spot emission tests being carried out to net 'dirty' vehicles on
the roads- and yet we see vehiCles,
especially lorries, sending thick
black exhaust smoke into the air all
across the country. Why?
Catalytic converters are not yet
compulsory on all cars. and the conversion to cleaner natural gas - to
replace polluting fossil fuels - for
motor vehicles ha<; not taken off, despire Malaysia's rich natural gas reserves.

Even as Malaysians are urged to use
public transport, thousands of cars,
which will emit more exhaust Most of the emergency measures
fumes into the air, are being proposed by the government seem
churned out by national car mak- to focus on motor vehicles - but polers Proton and Perodua. Develop- luting factories and greedy develing the national car industry has opers have been largely ignored.
been at the heart of Dr Mahathir's Heavy fines should be imposed on
industrialisation plans, which do such "dirty businesses" and more
not place much priority on environ- checks should be carried out.
mental protection. Hence. it's not
surprising that there has been little Of course, the fires in Indonesia
incentive to build efficient, inte- have also contributed to the worsgrated urban public transport sys- ening haze. But again. most of these
tems combining buses and high- blazes have been lit by human
speed rail systems, with pedestrian greed, rather than by natural causes.
An editorial in the Jakarta Post of
malls.
13 August says:
Indeed, the development of such
public transport systems has been As usual, the long dry summer has
way too slow. Most people shun ex- petpetuated the haze probLems. But
isting irregular, slow buses on con- there seems to be no doubt today
gested routes and prefer to use their about the cause oftheseforestfires.
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They were deliberately lit to clear
land and make way for new plantations, timber estates and new
settlemenIs under the govemment s
transmigration progrmn.
Tile fires got out of control because the dry weather makes the
e11tire forest highly flammable.
The sad reality is that this is a manmade, and really unnecessary
tragedy.
But all this while the Malaysian
government has refrained from taking the Indonesian government to
task for its failure to tackle the crisis.
Shouldn't theASEAN member nations be pooling and mobilising
their fire-fighting Iesouices to immediately douse these blazes? After all, this rs a regional crisis. And
if ASEAN doesn't act to put out the
fires, who will? Or is this another
case of "non-interference in the internal affairs of ASEAN member
countries"?
It is poignant to note that the haze
in Malaysia has hit Sarawak the
worst ft is in Sarawak that the damaging Bakun D~ which will flood
an area the size of Singapore, is being built. Perhaps, in a larger sense,
the haze may be seen as divine retribution for human greed.
The haze crisis is a wake-up call for
us. We have been hcll-bent·on ''developing" the country - but what
good is '·progress", if we can't
breathe in clean air? 0
Anil Netto
Executive Committee Member
29 August 1997
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LOW POINT, HIGH POINT
by Kathy Aquilina

g

have come face to face 1 An uncle's death two days earlier
with the fact that God I cases the way. as a lead biker would
loves details. l am called break the wind for one behind him.
by an Egyptian woman l begin to think of him. If he could
who needs a ride to the hospital for '1 face God so can I. I think. Slowly I
a biopsy. As we drive along in the begin to make my way through the
car I mention some health "'orries psalm. seeing if I can truthfully pray
of my own. She encourages me to , what I am reading. I am quite transgo for a check-up. I am the one di- formed when at the end f can say, '1
will trust in the Lord forever.·
agnoscd with cancer: she is free.

j gratitude or happiness by writing

psalms - hymns or poems addressed to God- of praise, thanksgiving, despair. Such writing, she
said. has helped people articulate the
darkness and appreciate the rnoI mems of light. Whether ·out of the
depths l cry' or 'be still and know
I that I am God'. the psalms of the
jewish faith have spoken to countless people over the centuries, voicWell, I am still here two years later. [ ing our human condition of joy and
We discovered that the cancer was sorrow. and our personal and collecm irs early stages and if no truant cell
tive need for
1 turns up elsewhere, f am a well
God.
woman. The depths of my
seeming brush with death
have become a high point
in
1 my life, with a closeness to God and others
that it is hard Lo match
1 when well.

I
I

I

We learn the diagnosis the afternoon
before my husband is to go off on
an extended overseas trip. which he
cancels. We have many deCillions to
make as we go through the maze of
health care. I am strengthened by his
presence. But these wonderful, caring episodes of timeliness only cushion the shocking news; I ha' c can-

cer.

1
1

I

As the blissful mother of a one-yearold miracle awaited for eight years. Another cancer surviI feel totally shocked. ! realiLC<.l that vor and 1 laughingly
I may not see my son into manhood. agree that we find the
Yet I know people my age die. I pulls of ordinary life
know people with children die. I 1 (without the focussed attenknow people with a faith die. Fear 1 tion of so many family and
and sadness well up in me and I cry friends) rather challenging. We
uncontrollably.
are thankful. of course, to have our
full lives back. But we are not quite
The discipline of daily prayer and the same. How, we wonder, do we
meditation serves well at times like continue the journey of l ife with the
these, so I naturally tum to a prayer deepened sensitivity to the suffering
book and read the day's reading: 'T of others that we have been given,
long for your courts, 0 Lord.' T together with the strengthened
think. 1 can't possibly mean it at a prayer life we found in the midst of
time like this. It's one thing to say, our illness.
'I long for your courts,' when you
are well. but quite another when you A teacher of mine once challenged
are monally wounded.
us to voice our Mget, hopelessness,

I

I
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I

0 ur
son is three now.
The other day he was whining, and
my husband, who is from Malta,
asked him if he was speaking Maltese. 'No,' he said, 'Cranky.' Oh, that
we could all be so aware of our inner staLe and know where to tum for
help and change! 0

I

I

I

I Source:
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THE HAZE CRISIS:
HUMAN GREED THE CAUSE
Dirty air: ls this really progre$S?

II

1itan, a1ong with other failing to take measures earlier to
Malaysians, is deeply curb the haze. It's not as if the
concerned about the haze - or should we stop being
worsening haze over the country. polite and ca11 it frrst-class air
Air pollution indices in several pollution? - has appeared overmajor cHies have reached un- ni,ght; it has been around since
healthy levels, The worsening air 1991. The head of the Departqua1ity reflects the government's ment of Environment should also
failure to come up with a sound be removed for failing to take
comprehensive environmental action against air polluters.
policy.
The Environment Minister
should immediately resign for

Blurred Vision : The result of reckless development?
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